, §10] have asked whether each self-universal crumpled cube is universal. In this note we give a negative answer to their question by showing that the familiar solid Alexander horned sphere K is not universal. Casier has shown that K is self-universal [3] .
1. A bad sewing. In order to define the desired sewing of the solid Alexander horned sphere K to another crumpled cube K* 9 we describe an upper semicontinuous decomposition of 5 s into points and almost tame arcs.
Let Hi and H% denote the upper and lower half spaces of E 3 , and P the xj-plane. Let A 0 denote a solid double torus embedded in E z as shown in Figure 1 such that A 0 intersects P in two disks Di and D 2 . Letting Ti and T% denote solid double tori embedded in A 0 as shown in Figure 1 , we define A\ as TiKJT 2 . Assuming sets A 0 , -4i, • • • , -4 n -i have been defined, we let A n be the union of 2 W solid double tori contained in A n -\ such that each double torus T of A n -\ contains exactly two components of A n , which are embedded in T just as T\ and T% are embedded in Ao. FIGURE 1 Let G' denote the upper semicontinuous decomposition of E z whose nondegenerate elements are the components of fl/Li Aj. By requiring that the components of A n become skinny as n gets large, we force the nondegenerate elements of G' to be arcs which are locally tame except at their lower end points.
With the addition of an ideal point <*>, G' extends to a decomposition G of S 9 . 
THEOREM 1. The decomposition space S*/G is not homeomorphic to

